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Assignment #1- Hebden pg 44-45 Questions #13-15 
All assignments are to be completed on a separate page with 
the assignment number & heading. Be sure to show FULL 
WORKING OUT  for all homework.
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PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND CHANGES 

Identify the following as a chemical (C) or physical property (P): 

______1.  blue color  

______2.  density 

______3.  flammability (burns) 

______4.  solubility (dissolves) 

______5.  reacts with acid 

______6.  supports combustion 

______7.  sour taste  

______8.  melting point 
______9.  reacts with water 
______10.  hardness 
______11.  boiling point 
______12.  shine 
______13.  odor 
______14.  reacts with air 

Identify the following as chemical (C) or physical (P) changes.

______1.  NaCl (Table Salt) dissolves in water.

______2.  Ag (Silver) tarnishes.

______3.  An apple is cut.

______4.  Heat changes H2O to steam.

______5.  Baking soda reacts to vineger.

______6.  Fe (Iron) rusts.

______7.  Alcohol evaporates .

______8.  Ice melts.

______9.  Milk sours. 
______10.  Sugar dissolves in water. 
______11.  Wood rots. 
______12.  Pancakes cook. 
______13.  Grass grows. 
______14.  A tire is inflated. 
______15.  Food is digested. 
______16.  Paper towel absorbs water.
______17.  An ice cube is placed in the sun.
______18.  Two chemicals are mixed together and a gas is produced. 
______19.  A bicycle changes colour as it rusts.
______20.  A solid is crushed into a powder.
______21.  Two substances are mixed and light is produced.
______22.  A piece of ice melts and reacts with sodium.
______23.  Mixing salt and pepper.
______24.  Chocolate syrup is dissolved in milk.
______25.  A marshmallow is toasted over a campfire.
______26.  A marshmallow is cut in half

Part A: Physical or Chemical?

Assignment #2- Physical & Chemical Properties & 
Changes Worksheet Part A + Part B + Part C
This assignment is to be completed on THIS PAGE in the space 
provided below.
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Quick Check

1. What is matter?

_____________________________________________________________
2. What is a property?

____________________________________________________________
3. What is an extensive property?

_________________________________________________
4. What is a chemical property?

__________________________________________________
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Quick Check

1. Explain the difference between the operational and conceptual definition of a liquid.

___________________________________________________________________________

2. Describe the differences in kinetic energy between the particles in a cube of ice and a glass of water.

___________________________________________________________________________

3. How does heat contribute to a phase change?

___________________________________________________________________________

Assignment #4 Review Questions #1-2, 6-7 

This assignment may be completed in the space provided below.
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Quick Check

1. What is melting? __________________________________________________________________________

2. What is boiling? ___________________________________________________________________________

3. What is the heat of fusion? ___________________________________________________________________
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8. State whether each of the following properties is
physical or chemical.

(a) heat of vaporization

(b) heat of formation

(c) corrosion resistance

(d) electrical resistance

(e)  flammability (how easily something will burn or
ignite)

(f ) speed of sound through the material

9. Composite materials (or just composites) consist of
two or more constituent materials that adhere to
each other but remain separate and distinct (e.g. the
materials could be layered on each other). Why do
you think manufacturers sometimes use composite
materials in their products?

10. What two properties of particles affect the
temperature of the material they compose?

11. Density is mass per unit volume, commonly the
amount of matter in one cubic centimetre of the
material. What two properties of particles affect the
density of the material they compose?

12. Briefly explain what causes materials to expand at
the particle level when heated.

13. List the defining physical properties of each phase
of matter; solids, liquids, and gases.

14. Does an individual atom or molecule have a melting
point? Explain.

15. Describe what is occurring at the molecular level
when a material melts.

16. Why doesn’t the temperature of an ice water bath (a
mixture of ice and water) increase as it absorbs heat
from a classroom?

Assignment #5 Review Questions #8-23 + Phase Change 
Worksheet
This assignment may be completed in the space provided below.
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17. Under what condition do all the particles of a liquid
have the same kinetic energy?

18. Provide an operational (what to look for) and a
conceptual (an explanation) definition of boiling
point.

19. (a)   Which is greater, a substance’s heat of fusion or
its heat of vaporization?

(b)  Explain in terms of relationships why this would
be expected.

20. (a)   Which is greater, a substance’s heat of
vaporization or its heat of combustion?

(b)  Explain in terms of relationships why this would
be expected.

21. Sensorial properties describe our senses of a
material. Rather than being the properties of
something, they are actually the properties of our
interaction with that thing. Are sensorial properties
such as taste and odour physical properties or are
they chemical properties?

22. Label and describe briefly a physical change and a
chemical change on the drawing of the lit candle.

23. Students change classes at designated times
throughout the day in most secondary schools. How
is this event like a chemical change or reaction?
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Phase Changes Worksheet 
Name 

--------

Kinetic Theory of Matter: 
• Molecules are always moving. This is known as the kinetic theory of matter.
• We measure this kinetic energy with a thermometer as temperature.
• The greater the material's internal energy, the higher the temperature of that material.
• Heat is the energy flow between objects of different temperature.
• Heat and temperature are NOT the same.
• Brownian motion describes how visible particles are seen moving due to invisible molecules

bumping into them.

Phases of Matter: 
Solid 

• matter that has definite volume and shape.
• The molecules are packed together tightly and move slowly.

Liquid 
• matter that has definite volume but not shape.
• Since the molecules of a liquid are loosely packed and move with greater speed,
• a liquid can flow and spread.

Gas 
• matter that has indefinite volume or shape.
• Molecules of a gas are so loosely arranged and move so rapidly that they will fill their container.

Phase Change Descriptions: 
Melting 

the change from to 

Freezing 

the change from to 

Evaporation 

the change from to 

Condensation 

the change from to 

Sublimation 

the change from to 

Deposition 

the change from to 
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Phase Change Worksheet 

The graph was drawn from data collected as a substance was heated at a constant rate. Use the graph to 
answer the following questions. 
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At point A, the beginning of observations, the substance exists in a solid state. Material in this phase has 

______ volume and ______ shape. With each passing minute, ______ is added to the 

substance. This causes the molecules of the substance to ______ more rapidly which we detect by a 

_____ rise in the substance. At point B, the temperature of the substance is ___ 0C. The solid 

begins to _____ . At point C, the substance is completely _____ or in a state. 

Material in this phase has ______ volume and _____ shape. The energy put to the substance 

between minutes 5 and 9 was used to convert the substance from a ______ to a _____ _ 

This heat energy is called the latent heat of fusion. (An interesting fact.) 

Between 9 and 13 minutes, the added energy increases the _ _____ of the substance. During the 

time from point D to point E, the liquid is ______ . By point E, the substance is completely in the 

_______ phase. Material in this phase has ________ volume and _______ _ 

shape. The energy put to the substance between minutes 13 and 18 converted the substance from a 

_______ to a _______ state. This heat energy is called the latent heat of vaporization. (An 

interesting fact.) Beyond point E, the substance is still in the ________ phase, but the molecules 

are moving _________ as indicated by 

the increasing temperature. 

Which of these three substances was likely used in this 
phase change experiment? 

I �stance fMelting point! 
Bolognium 20 °C 

l I Unobtainium 40 °C 
Foosium 70 °C 

Boiling point 
100 °C 
140 °C 
140 °C 

BONUS: For water, the value for the latent heat of vaporization is 6.8 times greater than the latent heat of fusion. Imagine we were 

adding heat at a constant rate to a block of ice in a beaker on a hot plate, and it took 4 minutes for the ice to melt completely. How long 

would it take, after the water started boiling, for the beaker to be completely empty (the liquid water totally converted to water vapor)? 
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Warm Up
Most sentences or paragraphs in your textbooks could be classified as a definition, a description, an explanation, 
a comparison, a sequence, an example, or a classification. 

1.

2.

Give an example of a sport.

Name a class of sports.

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

3. What is the difference between an example of something and a class of something?

___________________________________________________________________________

The Classification of Matter
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Practice Problems — Classifying a Compound as Ionic or Molecular

1. State whether each of the following is an ionic compound or a molecular compound:

(d) Mg3(PO4)2 ________________________ (a) CO 2    ________________________

(b) CaF2   ________________________

(c) C3H8   ________________________

(e) Li2Cr2O7     ________________________

(f) NH4Cl     ________________________
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Anythin9 with mass and volume 
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has a variable composition has a fixed composition 
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[ Elements, Mixtu� and Compounds J 
A. Link each particle or substance with the correct diagram and description. The first has

been completed for you.

Particle/ substance 

An atom 

A molecule 

An ion • 

An element • 

• 

• 

Diagram 

0 0 
0 0 

0 

� � 

0 

Description 

• • Two or more elements 
chemically combined 
A charged particle 

A single particle (no
charge)

• • A collection of atoms or 
molecules of the same kind 

A compound • • (8 c@
• • 2 or more atoms chemically 

joined together 
A mixture • • 

a:> 
• • Different elements or 

compounds mixed together 

B. Study the diagrams, and decide which one each statement below is describing.
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> 
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1. Atoms of a single element __

2. Molecules of a single element __

3. A mixture of 2 elements, both of which are made of atoms __ 

4. A mixture of 2 elements, both of which are made of molecules __ 

0 

5. A mixture of 2 elements, one of which is made of atoms, the other molecules __

6. A pure compound made of molecules __

7. A pure compound made of ions __

8. A mixture of 2 compounds __

w 

0 

0 
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Classifying Matter Worksheet 

Classify each of the materials below.  In the center column, state whether the material is a pure substance or a 
mixture.  If the material is a pure substance, further classify it as either an element or compound in the right 
column.  Similarly, if the material is a mixture, further classify it as homogeneous or heterogeneous in the right 
column.  

Material Pure Substance 
or Mixture 

Element, Compound, 
Homogeneous, Heterogeneous 

concrete 
sugar + pure water 
(C12H22O11 + H2O) 

iron filings (Fe) 

limestone (CaCO3) 

orange juice (w/pulp) 

Pacific Ocean 

air inside a balloon 

aluminum (Al) 

magnesium (Mg) 

acetylene (C2H2) 

tap water in a glass 

soil 

pure water (H2O) 

chromium (Cr) 

Chex mix 
salt + pure water 

(NaCl + H2O) 
benzene (C6H6) 

muddy water 
brass 

(Cu mixed with Zn) 
baking soda (NaHCO3) 

Assignment #6 - Hebden pg 52-53 Questions #33-39
+ Classifying Matter Worksheet
All assignments are to be completed on a separate page with 
the assignment number & heading. 
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Classification of 
Mixtures

Figure 2.2.6 Classification of mixtures

Table 2.2.2 Distinguishing Between Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Mixtures 

Material Definition Example

Homogeneous 
mixture

Heterogeneous
mixture

A. Solutions
A ___________________________is a type of homogeneous mixture in which the constituent chemical
species do not aggregate to form any particles greater than 1 nm (nanometre).
A __________________is a minor component of the mixture, generally what has been dissolved.
The_________________is the major component of the mixture, generally what the solute was dissolved in.
Many chemicals are in _________________________ solution (dissolved in water).
Our lakes and rivers, our oceans, our drinks, our bodily fluids, and the bottles on the shelves of your
laboratory are all aqueous solutions. Chemists denote that a chemical is in aqueous solution with “_______”
in brackets after the formula (e.g., NaCl(aq)).
Solutions can be produced from materials in ______________________________________(e.g., a solid can
dissolve in a liquid). Regardless of the constituents’ phases when undissolved, a solution is a
______________phase, usually that of the solvent. If the solvent is a ______, it is melted to allow for mixing
and then cooled to solidify the mixture.

Table 2.2.3 Examples of Solutions
Solute

Solvent Solid Liquid Gas

Solid mercury in gold hydrogen in palladium

Liquid salt water oxygen in water

Gas – –

B. Colloids
A colloidal system consists of ____________________between 1 nm and 1 µm dispersed throughout a
_______________ medium (Table 2.2.5). The particles of the ____________________phase are large molecules
(________________________) or aggregates of molecules that are invisible to the naked eye.

Unlike a solution, the colloid particles can be in a _____________________phase than the dispersion medium in 
which they are suspended. Any mixture of _____________particles in a ________________ regardless of how small 
the solid particles are, is a colloid or a _______________________________mixture. 

If a liquid is translucent (cloudy) then it is a colloid or a _______________________mixture. 

Part 2: Mixtures & Separation Techniques

1) Homogeneous mixtures
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Table 2.2.4 Names and (Examples) of Colloids

Dispersed Phase

Medium Solid (grains) Liquid (droplets) Gas (bubbles)

Solid
solid sol 

(some stained glass)
solid foam

(styrofoam)

Liquid
foam

(whipped cream)

Gas
solid aerosol 

(smoke)
liquid aerosol 

(fog)
–
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Review Questions 

1. Name an element, a compound, and a mixture found in your home.

2. Is it easier to prove that an unknown substance is an element or a compound?  Explain.

3. Elements, compounds and mixtures are each classified into types of elements, compounds, and mixtures. Use
“properties” or “composition” to correctly complete each of the following sentences:

(a) Elements are classified on the basis of their __________________________.

(b) Compounds are classified on the basis of their _______________________.

(c) Mixtures are classified on the basis of their __________________________.

4. Using only white circles ( ) and black circles ( ● ) to represent different types of atoms, draw an element, a
molecular compound, an ionic compound, a mixture of elements, and a mixture of compounds using at least 10
circles in each drawing.

5. Classify each of the following as an element (E), a compound (C), or a mixture (M).

(a) potassium fluoride (e) carbon

(b) eggnog (f ) seawater

(c) can be decomposed (g) substance containing only one type of atom

(d) can vary in proportions (h) contains more than one substance

6. Classify each of the following elements as a metal, metalloid, or a non-metal.
(a) germanium (b) calcium (c) iodine (d) xenon

7. Give four examples of physical properties of metals.

Assignment #7- Review Questions pg 25-27
This assignments is to be completed in the space provided 
below
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8. Complete the following table by classifying each of the compounds.

Compound
Organic or
Inorganic

Binary or 
Non-Binary

Molecular 
or Ionic

Acid, Base, Salt  
or None of these

CaCl2

CH3CH2OH 

NH4ClO3

KOH

C3H8

H3PO4

Ba(NO3)2

CO2

Al(OH)3

9. Suppose that chemists used nanotechnology to produce a material with two different types of metal atoms
organized into alternating rows. Would this material be a substance or would it be a mixture? Explain.

10. Why is no material truly homogeneous at the atomic level?

11. Is a mixture of O2 and O3 (two different allotropes of the element oxygen) a chemical mixture?  Explain.

12. Identify each of the following species as a neutral atom, an ion, or a molecule.
(a) N2 (b) O (c) NO2

− (d) H (e) NH3 (f ) K+

* HINT *
-salts are ionic
compounds
containing a metal + a
non-metal
-acids contain a H+ (as
a metal)
-bases contain a OH- 
hydroxide ion
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13. Complete the following table by checking ( P ) the type(s) of mixture each statement describes.

Solution Colloid
Heterogeneous

Mixture

All particles are less than 1 nm in size

Gravel

Does not appear the same throughout

Forms a sediment if left undisturbed

Has a solute and a solvent

Milk

Exhibits the Tyndall effect

Homogeneous mixture

Coarse suspension

Orange juice with pulp

May be separated by centrifugation

14. To diagnose an ulcer, a doctor may have the patient drink a suspension of barium sulphate which coats the
patient’s gastrointestinal tract allowing it to be imaged by X-rays. What is the difference between a suspension
and a colloid?

15. Is dust a colloid or is it a suspension?  Explain.

16. Correct each of the following sentences by replacing the underlined word.

(a) Salt water is a denser substance than fresh water.

(b) The colloid particles were dissolved in water.
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Identifying dyes in a mixture
Dots of single dyes are placed alongside a dot of _______________________mixture.
The solvent washes up the paper, and then the pattern of the dyes in the mixture can be compared with 
the single dyes.
Which dyes do the the following mixtures contain?
Example 1:       Example 2:

Assignment #8- Hebden pg 58-59 Questions #45-58 (odd)
All assignments are to be completed on a separate page with the 
assignment number & heading. Be sure to show FULL 
WORKING OUT  for all homework.
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